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Inleiding 

CO2 emissies en andere broeikasgassen 

nemen nog steeds exponentieel toe en het is 

tijd dat we er samen wat aan doen! 

Nederland heeft daarom het doel gesteld om 

emissies te reduceren voor 49% relatief tot 

1990 in 2030. Als een reactie op dit doel wil 

de stad Amersfoort afval loos en CO2-

neutraal zijn in 2030. Een wijk in Amersfoort 

die al 10 jaar bezig is om acties te 

ondernemen voor het klimaat, is 

Soesterkwartier. In deze wijk zijn inwoners 

actief in de Vereniging Duurzaam 

Soesterkwartier (VDS) waar zij streven naar 

een duurzame wijk en betaalbare 

energierekeningen door samen actie te 

ondernemen. Na 10 jaar zijn de leden van 

VDS benieuwd hoeveel hun maatregelen 

hebben bijgedragen aan CO2 reductie. Het 

doel van het project is daarom: “Het 

identificeren van de contributie van 

Soesterkwartier in CO2 emissiereductie”. De 

methodes die gebruikt zijn om het project uit 

te voeren zijn het bezoeken van 

Soesterkwartier, het afnemen van 

interviews, het versturen van enquêtes en 

literatuur onderzoek.  

 

Mitigatie acties in Soesterkwartier 

       Energie efficiënte huizen 

Het energie efficiënt maken van huizen is 

één van de manieren om CO2 emissies te 

reduceren en de energierekening te 

verlagen, doordat het gasverbruik wordt 

verminderd. De huizen in Soesterkwartier 

zijn voornamelijk gebouwd in de jaren 30 en 

zijn over het algemeen slecht geïsoleerd. 

Het verbeteren van de isolatie van het dak, 

de muren, vloer & ramen en het 

optimaliseren van de CV ketel geeft 

daardoor veel potentie om het gasverbruik te 

verlagen. Meerdere werkgroepen van VDS 

zijn hiermee bezig geweest en onder leiding 

van de vereniging zijn al 200 huizen in de 

buurt geïsoleerd.  

 

       Hernieuwbare energie 

Het is ook mogelijk om CO2 te reduceren 

door kiezen voor hernieuwbare energie. 

Onder de respondenten is het kiezen voor 

een groene energieleverancier 

veelvoorkomend. Aan de andere kant wordt 

er in Soesterkwartier ook veel aan gedaan 

om zelf elektriciteit op te wekken, met name 

door zonnepanelen. Er zijn in totaal 180 

huizen met geregistreerde installaties. Nog 

160 zonnepanelen liggen er op de daken van 

2 scholen in de buurt waarin collectief is 

geïnvesteerd. Naast de zonnepanelen 

maken huishouden ook gebruik van 

zonneboilers, warmtepompen, pellet kachels 

en Warmte- Koude Opslag (WKO).  

 

       Mobiliteit 

Mobiliteit is de derde categorie die leidt tot 

CO2 reductie in Soesterkwartier, omdat het 

kiezen voor alternatieven tot de auto zorgt 

voor duurzamer transport. Eén van die 

alternatieven is het gebruik van deelauto's, 

waardoor mensen 15 tot 20% minder 

kilometers rijden. Het is mogelijk om via 

MyWheels een auto te huren en om je eigen 

auto aan te bieden voor verhuur. Ook 

Buurauto biedt drie elektrische deelauto’s 

aan in de buurt, die door het verhuur van 

elektrische deelauto’s nog verder emissies 

DUTCH EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY 
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reduceert. Gebaseerd op het Nederlandse 

gemiddelde zijn er naar schatting 58 actieve 

deelauto gebruikers in Soesterkwartier. Ook 

zijn er onder de respondenten 8 

huishoudens die geen auto hebben en geen 

enkel huishouden heeft meer dan één auto. 

Dit is terug te zien in de ratio van auto’s per 

huishouden. In Soesterkwartier is dit 

namelijk 0,64 in terwijl het in Nederland 0,85 

is. Een verklaring hiervoor is het 

veelgebruikte openbaar vervoer dat dichtbij 

de wijk ligt en het gebruik van de fiets als 

alternatief.  

 

 

        Overige projecten 

Naast deze drie maatregelen, lopen er nog 

meerdere projecten in Soesterkwartier. 

Ongeveer 40 duurzame huizen zullen er 

gebouwd worden op de Wagenwerkplaats, 

genaamd Soesterhof. De Wagenwerkplaats 

is een multifunctioneel gebied in 

Soesterkwartier waar oude gebouwen 

behouden zijn en gerecycled om te 

functioneren als bedrijfsruimten, locatie voor 

evenementen en restaurants. Ook is een 

afgescheiden werkgroep van de vereniging 

bezig om maximaal drie windturbines te 

realiseren die elektriciteit voor 2000 

huishoudens kunnen opwekken. Dit project 

is een stap in de richting om Soesterkwartier 

energieneutraal te maken in 2030, wat 

gesteld wordt als doel in het Energietransitie 

project. Ook op kleinere schaal wordt er actie 

ondernomen, zoals het groener maken van 

de buurt en het ruimen van zwerfafval. Op 

individueel niveau wordt er tevens veel 

gedaan voor het milieu, onder andere afval 

scheiden en minder warm stoken wordt 

genoemd.  

 

Kwantificatie van acties 

Om te berekenen hoeveel de acties hebben 

bijgedragen aan CO2 reductie, zullen de 

volgende drie categorieën worden 

geëvalueerd: renovaties ten opzichte van 

gasreductie, produceren van elektriciteit 

door middel van zonnepanelen en het 

gebruik van deelauto’s. De afbeelding 

hieronder laat zien hoeveel CO2 er is 

bespaard per huishouden (links) en in 

Soesterkwartier (rechts). Over het algemeen 

is het gasverbruik in Soesterkwartier hoger 

dan het gemiddelde verbruik in Nederland. 

Echter is de daling in het verbruik van 13% 

hoger dan de daling in Nederland. Dit kan 

mede verklaard worden door het energie 

efficiënt maken van huizen.  Als de 

consumptie evenredig zou zijn aan het 

verbruik in 2009, zou er 1200 m3 per 

huishouden meer verbruikt zijn. Ook worden 

emissies vermeden door de productie van 

elektriciteit door zonnepanelen. De 180 

huishoudens produceren gemiddeld 2000 

kWh per huishouden per jaar, wat wordt 

vervangen door grijze stroom. Samen met 

de 160 panelen op de scholen, telt dit op tot 

1500 ton CO2 vermeden in Soesterkwartier. 
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Gebaseerd op de gemiddelde gebruikers 

van deelauto’s in Soesterkwartier, resulteert 

de mobiliteitssector in ongeveer 15 ton CO2 

reductie per jaar. In totaal komen deze drie 

categorieën neer op een emissie reductie 

van ongeveer 15.000 ton CO2. 

 

Co-voordelen 

Naast CO2 reductie zijn er andere voordelen 

die tot stand komen door de 

duurzaamheidsacties in Soesterkwartier. 

Deze voordelen kunnen onderverdeeld 

worden in milieu, sociaal en financieel. De 

acties leiden namelijk tot een verbetering 

van de luchtkwaliteit en energiezekerheid. 

Als sociale voordelen zijn met name de 

sociale cohesie, mensen meer bewust 

maken en persoonlijk welzijn belangrijk. Aan 

de andere kant besparen huishoudens op 

hun energierekening wanneer het huis beter 

geïsoleerd is, de CV is geoptimaliseerd en 

zonnepanelen zijn geïnstalleerd. Op de 

langere termijn zullen de investeringskosten 

op deze manier worden terugbetaald. 

Tenslotte worden er banen gecreëerd door 

de acties, doordat er mankracht nodig is om 

de systemen te installeren. Daarnaast zijn er 

verschillende bedrijven ontstaan vanuit de 

acties, zoals Buurauto en 033Energie.  

 

 

Conclusie 

In de afgelopen 10 jaar zijn er door VSD en 

individuen veel acties ondernomen in de wijk 

om duurzaamheid te bevorderen. Na deze 

10 jaar is er gekeken hoeveel de acties in 

Soesterkwartier hebben bijgedragen aan 

CO2 emissie reductie. Door middel van het 

kwantificeren van gasverbruik vermindering, 

opwekking van hernieuwbare elektriciteit en 

gebruik van deelauto’s kan hieruit worden 

opgemaakt dat de lokale initiatieven in 

Soesterkwartier leiden tot substantiële 

emissie reducties. Een totaal van ongeveer 

15000 ton CO2 is er in de afgelopen 10 jaar 

vermeden. Naast deze emissiereductie zijn 

er ook andere voordelen behaald op milieu-, 

sociale en financiële aspecten. Het 

uiteindelijk getal kan enigszins lager 

uitvallen, aangezien alleen de CO2 emissies 

van deelauto gebruik is meegenomen. Het 

wordt daarom aanbevolen om verder 

onderzoek te doen naar gedragsverandering 

van mensen naar alternatieven van de auto. 

Daarnaast is het lastig geweest om mensen 

te bereiken vanuit het huur-gedeelte in 

Soesterkwartier. Hiervoor wordt aanbevolen 

om de woningcorporaties te betrekken in de 

gesprekken met VDS om informatie uit te 

wisselen en hen te stimuleren om huizen te 

renoveren. De huur kan niet omhoog, maar 

vermindering op de energierekening kan 

gebruikt worden om de investeringskosten af 

te betalen op de langere termijn. Ook zouden 

mensen in de buurt graag meer 

geïnformeerd worden over de acties die 

gaande zijn en vragen de respondenten om 

herhaling van bestaande acties. 
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CONTEXT OF THE RESEARCH 

The Dutch climate agreement was made in 
the context of the Paris Agreement. 
Amersfoort takes part by aiming at being 
CO2-neutral and waste-free by 2030. 
Residents from the neighbourhood 
Soesterkwartier have taken the initiative to 
create a sustainable living environment. 
Concerned residents have united voluntarily 
in the association “Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier”. The association aims for 
being CO2-neutral in 2030 by collectively 
taking action. They have been active for 10 
years already and together with the active 
inhabitants of Soesterkwartier, they are 
committed to meet a dual objective of 
reducing energy bills and implementing 
sustainable measures. At this point in time, 
the members of the association want to 
evaluate how much the actions have 
contributed to climate change mitigation. 
They hope the assessment helps them to 
step forward in the contribution they are 
making in protecting the environment and to 
serve as an example for other 
neighbourhoods.  

GOALS OF THE RESEARCH 

The project is aimed at identifying the 
contribution that Soesterkwartier has made 
in GHG emission reduction and its co-
benefits. Therefore, the report provides an 
overview of the mitigation measures led in 
Soesterkwartier in the past 10 years as well 
as of the on-going projects. After this, a 
quantitative assessment is given on the 
reduction of GHG emissions by insulating 
houses, use of sustainable energy sources 
and sustainable mobility. Lastly, the co-
benefits of the mitigation measures are 
evaluated. 
 

METHODOLOGY 

To answer these research goals, information 
was collected from visiting the 
neighbourhood, interviews with active 
members from the association, sending out 
an online questionnaire for residents of the 
neighbourhood and literature review. For the 
quantitative assessment, a conceptual 
framework has been designed. A 
transparent and self-documented GHG 
calculator has been created and can be used 
to calculate your own CO2 reductions. 

OVERVIEW OF THE MITIGATION 

MEASURES IN SOESTERKWARTIER 

IN THE LAST 10 YEARS 

In Soesterkwartier, a large part of the 
emission reductions could be achieved by 
renovating houses and making them more 
energy-efficient. Since most of the houses in 
the neighbourhood are built in the 1930’s, 
the insulation was generally bad. Therefore, 
about 200 houses have been insulated in the 
neighbourhood under the guidance of the 
association Duurzaam Soesterkwartier in 
the last ten years. The insulation of walls, 
roofs, windows and floors was one of the first 
collective activities in the neighbourhood. 
Then, other changes were made to optimise 
heating systems and make sure that no gas 
is used unnecessarily, such as replacing the 
central heating system with a high-yield 
boiler and adjusting the boiler settings. The 
action called ‘Mijn CV is OK!’ helped 
households to check their system and make 
the changes. As a result, an average 
household decreased its gas consumption of 
13% over ten years. These changes made 
households more sustainable and 
simultaneously cut their energy expenses. 
 

 

ENGLISH EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY 
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A second part of the emission reductions in 
Soesterkwartier was achieved by switching 
energy sources:  by opting for a green 
energy supplier or by installing solar panels. 
At least 180 houses have been equipped 
with solar panels. As soon as some houses 
do not have a sufficient surface on their roof, 
collective actions took place to use public 
buildings’ roofs. Namely, the project 
‘Zon@School’ created an opportunity for 
people to invest in solar panels on the roofs 
of two schools in Soesterkwartier. As a 
result, 60 and 100 solar panels were 
installed at the schools de Kubus and ‘t 
Anker, respectively. Next to solar panels 
installations, other alternatives developed for 
renewable energy production at home. In 
2011, 53 houses in Soesterkwartier were 
provided with a sun collector and solar water 
heating systems. Heat pumps were also 
installed progressively in some houses, but 
their number is still limited to be less than 10. 
Biomass pellet heating is at least used by 
one household but is assumed to be very 
restricted in the neighbourhood.  The last 
technique listed is the thermal energy 
storage (in Dutch: WKO). So far, this 
technique was initiated by the housing 
corporations and is only found in 
Puntenburg.  
 
Third, the Dutch climate agreement also 
includes targets to make the mobility sector 
more sustainable. Limiting the distance 
driven with regular cars and using soft 
mobility instead, helps mitigating climate 
change. The residents of Soesterkwartier 
often make use of the train and the bike, for 
environmental concerns. A large fraction of 
the respondents does not even have a car 
and the number of cars per household is 
lower in Soesterkwartier (0.64 
car/household) than on average in the 
Netherlands (0.85 car/household). But the 

most remarkable alternative mean of 
transport is the share-car. In 
Soesterkwartier, the concept of share-car 
developed in several ways. First, some 
houses make their car available for others by 
renting it out or by sharing it with neighbours. 
This sharing can also be done by share-cars 
platforms such as MyWheels. Secondly, 
other cars are made available by companies. 
For instance, the company Buurauto 
provides three electric cars in the 
neighbourhood. Over time, this system 
became more and more popular, with 100 
members from the neighbourhood recorded 
by MyWheels in 2014 and an increasing 
number helps reducing the number of cars in 
the neighbourhood and the distance driven 
by car. 
 

Next to all these mitigation actions, several 
other projects are currently developing in 
Soesterkwartier. At the Wagenwerkplaats, 
old buildings have been, and keep on, being 
recycled to be used as offices, event 
locations and restaurants. This way, the 
Wagenwerkplaats also creates job 
opportunities in Soesterkwartier and avoids 
people to commute far away to work. 
Secondly, approximately 40 houses 
(Soesterhof) are going to be built at the 
Wagenwerkplaats and this shows how 
sustainable living is possible. Furthermore, 
the plan of a collective investment in wind 
turbines has started and is supported by the 
working group Soesterwijk Wiek. The project 
aims at building 5 MW turbines to provide 
electricity for 2000 households and several 
businesses. Finally, the Energy Transition 
group from the association Duramen 
Soesterkwartier is still working to achieve the 
transition of making Soesterkwartier energy 
neutral by 2030. 
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EMISSION REDUCTIONS 

The most significant category of GHG 
mitigation was the improvement of energy 
efficiency in houses. In the past ten years, 
Soesterkwartier decreased its gas 
consumption of 13% (against 10% on the 
country scale and 12% for Amersfoort). We 
assume this greater decrease in 
Soesterkwartier is related to the initial higher 
potential to make improvements and to the 
efforts actually taken to insulate the houses 
and optimise the heating systems. In 2019, 
the average household consumes about 
250m3 less natural gas a year than ten years 
ago. Cumulatively over the ten years, an 
average household avoided the burning of 
1180m3 gas. This avoided burning 
corresponds to a saving of 2.2 ton CO2-eq at 
the household level and 13 kiloton CO2-eq at 
the neighbourhood level. If every Dutch 
household would reduce its gas 
consumption at the same rate as the 
households in Soesterkwartier do, the total 
mitigation would already reach 17 Mton CO2- 

 

eq. In comparison, the Dutch goal is to 
mitigate 3.4 Mton CO2-eq in the building 
sector by 2030. 
 

Production of electricity by sustainable 
energy sources also results in GHG 
emission reductions, however less than with 
gas savings. At least 180 houses and two 
schools have been equipped with solar 
panels. An average household equipped 
with solar panels produces around 2000 
kWh a year, which means that it saves the 
1.3 ton CO2-eq that would be emitted by grey 
electricity production. The cumulative 
amount of emission reduction in 
Soesterkwartier in terms of solar energy 
production is about 1500 tons CO2-eq, 
including households and the schools. 
Lastly, the switch in the habit of households 
to consume green electricity instead of grey 
electricity is assumed to contribute to a large 
part in GHG mitigation. This transition could 
not be quantified, but a household using 
3,900 kWh/year would reduce its emissions 
of 2.5 ton CO2-eq by opting for green 
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electricity. By investing in solar panels and 
also opting for a green electricity supply, the 
neighbourhood helps to meet the Dutch 
climate target to be CO2-free for its electricity 
production by 2050 

 

For the mobility sector, giving mitigation 
estimates is challenging because of the wide 
range of individuals’ behaviour. The focus is 
therefore put on the share-car system, but a 
methodology is provided for people to 
calculate their own CO2 mitigation. As a 
result, by using a share-car, an individual 
mitigates 175 to 265 kg CO2-eq annually. The 

number of share-cars users in 
Soesterkwartier is estimated at 58 regular 
users. Then, the total GHG mitigation in the 
neighbourhood with the share-car system is 
approximately 10 to 15 ton CO2-eq per year.  

THE CO-BENEFITS OF GHG 

MITIGATION 

The co-benefits that arise from sustainable 
activities in Soesterkwartier are either social, 
financial, or environmental co-benefits. 
Social cohesion increases, as well as the 
creation of awareness. Additionally, financial 
benefits are obtained from lower energy bills 
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due to energy efficiency & solar panels, as 
well as people getting rid of their car. The 
mitigation measures also stimulate the local 
economy since jobs are created. Lastly, the 
enhancement of renewable energy sources 
results in energy security and reduced gas 
dependency. Overall, the decreased use of 
fossil fuel sources improves air quality.  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The measures in Soesterkwartier on energy 
efficiency, sustainable energy production 
and sustainable mobility result in substantial 
CO2 emission reductions. In total over 10 
years, approximately 15,000 tons of CO2 has 
been avoided and this contributes to 
reaching the Dutch goal of reducing 
emissions by 49% in 2030. Besides these 
emission reductions, the actions in 
Soesterkwartier have resulted in social, 
environmental and financial co-benefits. 
However, Soesterkwartier can mitigate even 
more when the rental segment is more 
involved. Therefore, it is recommended that 
financial incentives are set-up to involve 
those that are not able and/or not willing to 
be involved. Additionally, the respondents 
have would like to be more informed about 
what projects are going on and that existing 
projects can be repeated. Overall, the active 
residents of Soesterkwartier have translated 
their concern into actions which has proven 
to help mitigate climate change 
substantially.   
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Over the past decades, climate change is 
becoming a highly important topic as ocean 
and land temperatures keep increasing and 
sea level is rising. The impact of humans on 
climate change is increasingly profound, 
since anthropogenic GHG emissions keep 
increasing. The main causes for this 
increase are exponential population growth 
and economic development (IPCC, 2014). 
Therefore, the international community has 
adopted the Paris Agreement (2015), which 
aims at keeping the warming on Earth “to 
well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels” 
(Gurwitt et al., 2017). In order to reach this 
target, countries are obliged to provide 
national climate plans. In the Netherlands, 
the central goal is to reduce GHG emissions 
by 49% relative to 1990 by 2030 (SER, 
2018). 

As a response to the Dutch climate target, 
cities made plans to reduce emissions 
themselves. In this context, the city of 
Amersfoort aims for being CO2-neutral and 
waste-free by 2030. Residents from a 
neighbourhood in Amersfoort called 
Soesterkwartier have taken the initiative to 
create a sustainable living environment. 
Concerned residents gathered voluntarily in 
the association Duurzaam Soesterkwartier. 
The association aims for being CO2-neutral 
in 2030 by collectively taking action. They 
have been active for 10 years already and, 
together with the active inhabitants of 
Soesterkwartier, they are committed to meet 
a dual objective of reducing energy bills and 
implementing sustainable measures. Since 
the houses in Soesterkwartier were mainly 
built in the 1930s, it gives a large potential for 
energy saving. 
 At this point in time, the members of the 
association want to evaluate how much the 

actions have contributed to climate change 
mitigation. They hope the assessment helps 
them to step forward in the contribution they 
are making in protecting the environment 
and to serve as an example for other 
neighbourhoods. The project is aimed at 
identifying the contribution that 
Soesterkwartier has made in GHG emission 
reduction and its co-benefits. Therefore, the 
report provides an overview of the mitigation 
measures in Soesterkwartier in the past 10 
years. After this, a quantitative assessment 
is given on the reduction of GHG emissions 
by insulating houses, use of sustainable 
energy sources and sustainable mobility. 
Lastly, the co-benefits of the mitigation 
measures are evaluated. 
  

Throughout the report, the term climate 
change or GHG mitigation is used to indicate 
the reduction of GHG emissions as a result 
of the implemented measures. For the sake 
of simplicity, ‘CO2 mitigation’ is often used to 
replace ‘GHG mitigation’ but they have to be 
understood the same way. The method that 
is used to assess the objectives, is visiting 
Soesterkwartier and collecting data by 
interviewing active members of the 
association and people in the 
neighbourhood. Additionally, questionnaires 
have been sent out to reach more people in 
the association and Soesterkwartier itself 
(Appendix 1). The overview of mitigation 
measures and co-benefits rely on the 
questionnaires and literature review. 
However, for the quantitative assessment, a 
conceptual framework has been designed, 
as well as a self-documented GHG 
calculator.  

INTRODUCTION  
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Soesterkwartier has taken many actions in 
the past 10 years. Therefore, it is of great 
interest to provide an overview of all the 
sustainability actions in Soesterkwartier. The 
measures aim at contributing to 
sustainability, by changing behaviour and 
directly reducing GHG emissions, such as 
switching to renewable energy sources. This 
chapter starts with making a distinction 
between the three following categories of 
mitigation measures: energy efficiency, 
switching to sustainable energy sources and 
change in means of transport. For all these 
categories, actions from both the association 
and individuals are evaluated. The two final 
sections are devoted to ongoing projects and 
small-scale sustainability actions. 
 

2.1 ENERGY EFFICIENT HOUSING 

In order to reach the climate goals, set by the 
Dutch government, a large part of the 
emission reductions can be achieved by 
renovating houses and making them more 
energy efficient. According to the Dutch 
climate agreement, 7 million badly insulated 
houses are targeted to be renovated into 
more sustainable houses by 2050. They 
should be heated from sustainable sources. 
Additionally, electricity needs to be 
consumed from green sources or be self-
generated (SER, 2018). Energy efficiency 
refers to any renovation that optimises 
energy use or minimises heat leakage. 
Possible improvements are for instance 
insulation or central heating system 
optimisation (Nikolaidis et al., 2009; Simona 
et al., 2017). Four reasons motivate 
renovation: climate change, lowering gas 
dependency, reducing energy bills and 

making houses more comfortable. In order to 
reach the goals, it is proposed that actions 
take place at the neighbourhood level. 
Recommendations were made to incite 
neighbours to work together and with the 
(local) government. Events can bring people 
together to collectively organise renovations 
due to benefits in convenience and costs. It 
can only succeed when everyone 
participates and housing costs do not 
increase (SER, 2018). The next section 
explains how Soesterkwartier implemented 
these measures and lowered energy 
consumption.   

2.1.1 INSULATION 

Insulation describes the technique of using 
materials that fill up the walls, floor or roof to 
ensure that less energy is lost during the 
heating and/or cooling process (Evin & Ucar, 
2019). Insulating houses saves energy, 
especially in winter. The gain from insulation 
comes from the reduction in heat loss. As a 
result, lower energy consumption leads to 
less CO2 emissions. 
 

The neighbourhood aims for sustainability 
and simultaneously cutting its energy 
expenses. The residents of Soesterkwartier 
have insulated about 200 houses under the 
guidance of the association Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier (PBL, 2015). The insulation 
of walls, roofs, windows and floors were one 
of the first collective activities in the 
neighbourhood (Duurzaam Soesterkwartier, 
n.d.). It started almost ten years ago, when 
houses were insulated in Puntenburgerlaan, 
Soesterweg, Tulpstraat, Noordewierweg, 
Palmstraat, Hulststraat, Grebbestraat and 

MITIGATION MEASURES IN 
SOESTERKWARTIER  
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Merwedestraat (Appendix 2). After this, 
many households in Soesterkwartier have 
been inspired to improve their insulation, 
since the houses are mainly built in the 30s. 
Those houses are poorly insulated or not 
even insulated at all, for which insulation can 
result in energy and money savings. From 
the respondents, 29 of 33 people have 
insulated their house in order to be more 
environment-friendly and to save on energy 
bills. 
 

Another way of reducing heat loss is 
replacing single glazing by double glass, 
triple glass or HR++ glass. This way of 
insulation preserves energy as the space 
between the layer of glasses reduces the am
ount of heat leakage during cold seasons. 
The additional insulation reduces energy 
consumption and GHGs that would have 
been emitted otherwise. However, the 
mechanism is also beneficial during summer 
since it blocks heat from entering the house. 
As a result, less energy is required for air 
conditioners and heaters. An average single-
family house can reduce up to 30% of their 
gas consumption per year by replacing 
single glazing by HR++ glass (Milieu 
Centraal, n.d.). 
 

2.1.2 OPTIMISATION OF CENTRAL HEATING 

SYSTEM 

Many central heating systems in the 
Netherlands use an unnecessary amount of 
gas due to inefficient settings. The gas use 
and energy bill can be reduced significantly 
by making several adjustments (Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier, n.d.). The optimal setting of 
the central heating system ensures that no 
gas is used unnecessarily, and less CO2 is 
emitted. The association has initiated an 
action called ‘Mijn CV is OK!’, which allows 

people in the neighbourhood to check their 
system and get a training. With this training, 
neighbours can optimise their systems 
themselves and/or together. A household 
can save 5 to 15% on their energy bill by 
optimising the central heating system 
(Duurzaam Soesterkwartier, n.d.).  
 

2.2 SUSTAINABLE ENERGY 
SOURCES  

In the Netherlands, the main energy sources 
are petroleum, natural gas and coal. These 
sources can be classified as ‘grey’, since the 
use of it contributes to climate change. 
Climate change can be mitigated by 
switching to renewable energy sources, such 
as wind and sun sources (PBL, 2019). Since 
approximately 93% of the energy that the 
Dutch people use comes from fossil sources, 
a switch to renewables can significantly 
reduce emissions (CBS, 2018a). The 
following sections assess the actions in 
Soesterkwartier that contribute to the 
decrease in share of fossil fuels. 

2.2.1 SOLAR PANELS  

One technology that enables the use of 
sustainable energy source is solar panels. 
Solar panels use the energy of the sun which 
is an alternative renewable source to fossil 
fuels. Except from manufacturing, transport 
and installation, they do not involve GHG 
emissions in their use. In Soesterkwartier, 
there are two ways of investing in solar 
panels, namely privately and collectively.  
 

First of all, home-owners can decide to install 
solar panels on their roof and finance the 
investments privately. The electricity that is 
generated will be saved on the electricity bill. 
Savings on electricity determine the payback 
time, dependent on the solar panel 
production capacity. In the neighbourhood, it 
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can be directly seen that there are many 
houses with solar panels. According to the 
questionnaires, 17/33 people have solar 
panels installations. There are 180 houses in 
Soesterkwartier that registered their solar 
panel installations (Appendix 3). The number 
of solar panels per house differs and can 
even vary between 3 and 24 per household 
according to the questionnaires.  
 
Secondly, some houses do not have a 
sufficient surface on their roof or are not 
located optimally towards the sun, which has 
resulted in collective action. The project 
‘Zon@School’ created an opportunity for 
people to invest in solar panels on the roofs 
of two schools in Soesterkwartier. As a 
shareholder of solar panels on one of the 
schools, a certain amount of your energy bill 
will be covered. Additionally, collective 
installations reduce investment costs. 
Hence, it is also encouraged that houses in 
a block install solar panels simultaneously to 
reduce costs Duurzaam Soesterkwartier, 
n.d.).  
 

The schools that participate in the project 
account for 60 and 100 solar panels for De 
Kubus and ‘t Anker respectively. The 
cooperation was initiated from the 
association Duurzaam Soesterkwartier. The 
solar panels on De Kubus have been made 
available by investments of 30 people. The 
school will pay back the investment costs in 
23 years with the money that is saved on the 
energy bill (Zon@School, n.d.). The 
investment is done in the same way for ‘t 
Anker, however the amount of electricity 
generated differs since they have more solar 
panels. Additionally, the installations of solar 
panels aim to raise awareness among the 
children as they learn through educative 
activities about sustainable energy 
production (Zon@School, n.d.).   

2.2.2 SOLAR WATER HEATING (SWH) 

SYSTEM 

As an alternative to natural gas, a SWH 
system can be installed to provide warm 
water to shower for instance. Sun collectors 
capture energy from the sun and a heat 
exchanger warms up the water that is then 
stored in a reservoir. If the water cannot be 
heated enough, a post-heater is used 
(Keizer & Alsema, 2007). Since this 
technology replaces fossil fuels, it allows for 
climate mitigation. In 2011, 53 houses in 
Soesterkwartier were insulated and provided 
with a SWH system (Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier, n.d.). Among the 
respondents the technology of SWH is not 
widespread (<10%).  

2.2.3 HEAT PUMPS  

A heat pump collects heat from the air, soil 
or groundwater and is used to warm up the 
house. Instead of using gas, a heat pump 
uses electricity. This indicates that gas 
consumption decreases as electricity use 
goes up. However, even with grey electricity, 
GHG emissions decrease. When the 
electricity is generated from renewable 
sources, CO2 emissions will further decrease 
(Van de Graaf, 2004). Among the 33 
respondents, 4 people have a heat pump.. 
The total amount of heat pumps can be 
estimated to be less than 10 in 
Soesterkwartier. 

2.2.4 BIOMASS PELLET HEATING 

Instead of natural gas, the burning of pellets 
can be used to heat the house. The pellets 
that are burned, are made from compressed 
biomass. CO2 emissions are avoided since 
gas-related emissions are saved. On the 
other side, the burning of wood also releases 
CO2 and emits particulate matter into the 
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atmosphere (Guo et al., 2015). Pellet heating 
reduces gas consumption; however, it does 
not completely offset GHG emissions (Milieu 
Centraal, n.d.). This technique is used by 
one respondent. Therefore, it is assumed 
that the use of pellet heating is not significant 
in Soesterkwartier.  

2.2.5 THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE (IN 

DUTCH: WARMTE-KOUDE OPSLAG) 

Groundwater can function as a storage for 
warm water in summer and cold water in 
winter. The heated water can be used to heat 
buildings in winter and cool down buildings 
in summer. Dependent on the characteristics 
of the surface, this technique leads to energy 
savings. Heating buildings will avoid CO2 
emissions as gas consumption decreases 
(Van Beelen et al., 2011). In Soesterkwartier, 
several buildings in Puntenburg have been 
provided with this technique (Appendix 2). 
These installations are not initiated from the 
association, but from housing corporations. 
Additionally, none of the respondents have 
implemented this technique. It is assumed 
that this technique is only implemented at a 
small-scale level so far. 

2.2.6 ELECTRICITY SUPPLIER 

In Soesterkwartier, households differ in their 

choice of electricity supplier either driven by 

monetary or environmental reasons. A 

choice can be made between grey and green 

suppliers, one contributing more to climate 

change than the other. Grey ele ctricity 

results in CO2 emissions, while completely 

renewable sources do not account for any 

emissions excluding the construction of 

power stations. This green electricity can be 

wind power, water power or solar power 

(C.E. Delft, 2015). The choice of households 

can therefore result in significant CO2 

reductions when a sustainable source is 

chosen. Among the respondents, only three 

households get their electricity from a grey 

source, while the others get it from green 

sources.  

2.3 SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY 

The Dutch government aims to make private 
transport more sustainable as a part of the 
Dutch climate agreement. The target is set at 
reducing the distance driven by cars by 8 
billion kilometres (SER, 2018). Many 
residents in Soesterkwartier seem to own a 
car as they are parked along the roads 
resulting in lack of space. Instead of using a 
car, there are several behavioural changes 
that can contribute to sustainability. In 
Soesterkwartier, regular cars are often 
replaced by alternative means of transport 
resulting in CO2 mitigation. Each of these 
alternatives are discussed in the following 
sections. 

2.3.1 SHARE-CARS 

In general, shared mobility systems came 
into practice as a response to the need for 
green mobility alternatives (Laporte et al., 
2018). The Dutch government aims for an 
increase in electric share-cars to 100,000 in 
2021 and an increase in the number of users 
to 700,000 in 2021 (SER, 2018). In 
Soesterkwartier, the concept of share-cars 
has developed in different systems, however 
both holding onto the same principles. 
People share cars with others instead of 
every household owning and driving their 
own car. Share-car users drive 15 to 20% 
less kilometres  and they emit 8 to 13% less 
CO2 relative to using and owning a regular 
car (Nijland et al., 2015).  
 

On the one hand, individuals in the 
neighbourhood have made their car 
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available to be shared. Some of them 
decided to share it together with their 
neighbours only. On the other hand, share-
car platforms such as MyWheels provide a 
platform where individuals can offer their car 
online for a certain amount per day 
(MyWheels, 2019). According to Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier (n.d.), about 100 people 
were members of MyWheels in 2014. Next to 
individuals offering their cars for sharing, 
companies such as MyWheels and Buurauto 
also provide several cars in the 
neighbourhood.  
 

Since 2016, Buurauto has made three 
electric cars available in Soesterkwartier. As 
the electric share-cars of Buurauto drive on 
green electricity, emissions are even further 
reduced (Buurauto, n.d.). Among the 
respondents, 10/33 people make/made use 
of the share-car systems, whether by renting 
out their own car or making use of a share-
car platform. Additionally, it is marked that 
more cars become available on the platforms 
and the number of members keeps 
increasing. 
 

Besides the use of share-cars, it is 
remarkable that among the respondents, no 
household owns more than one car. 
Moreover, 8 out of the 33 households even 
do not own a car at all. From the interviews 
and surveys, the ratio of cars per household 
is 0.76. According to CBS (2018b), the ratio 
in Soesterkwartier is even lower, namely 
0.64 cars per household. Compared to the 
Dutch average ratio of 0.85 cars per 
household, the number of cars in 
Soesterkwartier seems to be low (Appendix 
4). 

 

 

2.3.2 PUBLIC TRANSPORT  

In the Netherlands, public transport is often 
used as an alternative to the car. As many 
people can travel at one time, environmental 
benefits occur. Especially the train is 
environment-friendly. Compared to a car, the 
bus still emits less CO2 (Appendix 5). The 
Dutch government aims to make public 
transport more sustainable, which will result 
in more CO2 emission reductions 
(Rijksoverheid, 2019). For instance, the solar 
panels on the railway station in Amersfoort is 
one of those measures (Appendix 2). Among 
the respondents, people have indicated that 
the proximity of Soesterkwartier to the 
railway station is one of the reasons why 
they live in Soesterkwartier. It gives an 
incentive for people to use public transport 
for work and/or private matters.  

2.3.3 (ELECTRIC) BICYCLES 

Another alternative that is common to use in 
Soesterkwartier, is bicycles. In general, 
bicycles do not emit CO2 emissions at all, 
except in the manufacturing process. It is 
thus the least polluting and the most 
sustainable mean of transport. For an 
electric bicycle, there are some emissions 
involved concerning the battery. It is still a 
very sustainable means of transport, 
especially when the electricity to charge is 
generated from sustainable sources 
(Appendix 5). It is clear that the respondents 
consciously choose (electric) bike instead of 
the car due to environmental concern. Some 
people do not use the car at all and even use 
the bike to go on holidays. Additionally, 
people use the (electric) bike to go to work 
and save a lot of emissions this way.  
 

Next to the regular bike, cargo bikes are also 
used as an alternative to ordinary cargo 
vehicles. As a part of sustainability actions, 
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Duurzaam Soesterkwartier has provided a 
cargo bike for the neighbourhood. The cargo 
bike is administered at MyWheels and can 
be rented for a low rate. However, to have 
access to it, a membership at MyWheels is 
required (Duurzaam Soesterkwartier, n.d.). 
 

2.4. ONGOING PROJECTS 

Besides the sustainability actions that have 
been implemented in the past ten years, 
there are more projects ongoing at the 
moment. The coming sections will describe 
four projects currently developing in 
Soesterkwartier.  

2.4.1 CONSTRUCTION PROJECT: 

SOESTERHOF 

Soesterhof is a project of constructing 
approximately 40 houses on the 
Wagenwerkplaats that aim at being 
sustainable. The vision of Soesterhof is to 
take the well-being of future generations into 
account. The houses are supposed to be as 
energy neutral as possible. Additionally, the 
materials that will be used for construction 
are chosen for its sustainable features. 
Furthermore, Soesterhof incorporates clear 
social aspects in its plans, since the quarter 
strives for sustainability by strong social 
participation. A common garden is expected 
to serve as a societal contact point, in 
addition to private gardens that aim for 
greening the environment. In order to 
contribute to diversity, social rental houses 
and private houses are going to be realised. 
The main stakeholders of the project are the 
association of Soesterhof, the municipality of 
Amersfoort, the province of Utrecht and the 
Dutch railway company NS (Soesterhof, 
2013). 
 

2.4.2 MULTI-FUNCTIONAL AREA: 

WAGENWERKPLAATS  

The Wagenwerkplaats is located in 
Soesterkwartier nearby the railway station. It 
has been originally functioning as a place 
where locomotives came for maintenance. 
Several buildings were demolished after the 
closure of the maintenance buildings. Some 
have been preserved and even received a 
monumental status. The old buildings have 
been recycled to be used as offices, event 
locations and restaurants. As a part of the 
sustainability vision of the 
Wagenwerkplaats, Soesterhof will be built in 
the area and shows how sustainable living is 
possible (De Vries & Stuebing, 2015). The 
Wagenwerkplaats has created job 
opportunities nearby Soesterkwartier to 
avoid people to commute far away to work. It 
can also give an incentive for the people 
working at the Wagenwerkplaats to travel by 
public transport.  

2.4.3 WIND TURBINE PROJECT: 

SOESTERWIJK WIEK 

Soesterwijk Wiek working group is initiated 
from Duurzaam Soesterkwartier. It started to 
work on the realisation of wind turbines in the 
neighbourhood. Residents in 
Soesterkwartier can invest in the Soesterwijk 
Wiek project and make use of the 
sustainable generated electricity. The wind 
turbines contribute to making 
Soesterkwartier the first energy neutral 
district in Amersfoort. The project aims at 
building a maximum of three wind turbines, 
each generating 5 MW. They should provide 
electricity for 2000 households and several 
businesses in the neighbourhood 
(Soesterwijk Wiek, n.d.).  
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2.4.4 ENERGY TRANSITION PROJECT 

Energy Transition (in Dutch: 
Energietransitie) is the latest project of the 
association which started in 2018/2019. The 
municipality of Amersfoort wants to become 
CO2-neutral and waste-free by 2030, as a 
response to the Paris agreement. Therefore, 
the association is working to achieve the 
goal of making Soesterkwartier energy 
neutral by 2030. The energy transition is a 
move towards an energy system with 
minimal CO2 emissions. It requires an 
adjustment in energy demand, infrastructure 
and energy sources (Appendix 6). The 
association seeks to involve residents in the 
process and to act as a mediator between 
residents and other stakeholders. Those 
stakeholders are for instance the 
municipality, province and other similar 
initiatives in the Netherlands (Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier, n.d.).  
 

2.5 SMALL-SCALE ACTIONS 

Next to sustainable measures that directly 
lead to CO2 reductions, people in 
Soesterkwartier take much more action to 
contribute to sustainability. The following 
section will assess the actions that are 
initiated by the association or by individuals 
themselves.  

2.5.1 RE-GREENING 

In Soesterkwartier, streets consist mostly of 
concrete as it requires relatively little 
maintenance. Heavy rainfall in the 
Netherlands causes problems for 
Soesterkwartier, since the water does not 
have anywhere to go. This results from the 
lack of infiltration places. Since the 
neighbourhood is located in a valley, the 
water can cause flooding in the streets after 
a heavy rainfall (Abrahams et al., 2010). By 

re-greening the neighbourhood, unused or 
unsustainable, less green spaces in the 
neighbourhood can be converted into a 
green playground, garden or a flower 
meadow. Greening activities in the 
neighbourhood are ongoing within their own 
working group since 2012. One of the 
working groups is called ‘Het Groene Spoor’, 
which is concerned with re-greening parts in 
the neighbourhood (Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier, n.d.). The working group 
‘Szaai groen’ gives residents the opportunity 
to re-green certain  
parts in the neighbourhood with help from 
the association (Duurzaam Soesterkwartier, 
n.d.).  

2.5.2 REMOVAL OF LITTER 

Several people in the association have 
initiated an action to remove litter in 
Soesterkwartier. The working group ‘Schoon 
soesterkwartier’ is aimed at removing litter, 
raising awareness and  
motivating residents to come up with 
innovative ideas on how to deal with litter. So 
far, three rounds of cleaning took place 
where the first was in June 2018. The 
second took place in September 2018 and 
the third in March 2019 on the World and 
National clean up days respectively 
(Duurzaam Soesterkwartier, n.d.).  

2.5.3 INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS 

Next to actions that are initiated by the 
association, individuals have also acted 
themselves by making small changes in their 
behaviour. Among the respondents, the 
actions are made in various ways that are 
listed in the table 1. 
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Table 1- List of individual sustainability actions 

 

 2.6 SUMMARIZING REMARKS 

In sum, the actions in Soesterkwartier range 
from large measures to small-scale 
individual actions. The measures that result 
in directly observable CO2 emission 
reductions are improving the energy 
efficiency of houses, the use of sustainable 
energy sources and the choice in means of 
transport. It is clear that the people in the 
neighbourhood are highly concerned with 
the environment and adapt their behaviour 
as best as they can. However, for some 
people it is difficult to take action since 
investment costs exceed their budget. The 
association tries to involve everyone in their 
sustainability measures and initiates actions 
that aim to reach the whole neighbourhood. 
However, the rental segment of the 
neighbourhood acts quite independently. 
And even though new regulations force them 
to build future buildings more energy-
efficient, there is little incentive for them to 
improve the buildings already in place. More 
collaboration between the association and 

the rental segment would hopefully help 
renovate old buildings from the rental 
segment. 
 
As Duurzaam Soesterkwartier has been 
taking actions for the past 10 years, the 
absolute effects can be assessed in terms of 
CO2 reductions. Therefore, the next chapter 
will provide a quantitative assessment of the 
CO2 reductions of Soesterkwartier on the 
basis of the three main mitigation measures 
discussed previously.  
 

 

 

 

 

  

Categories Actions 

Mobility not going on holiday with the plane; 

Energy/electricity lower temperature in house; radiator reflector; not burning biomass; 
not using a tumble-dryer; not using a heater before October; wearing 
warm sweaters in winter; energy saving lamps; low electricity 
consumption; lowering gas use; not showering daily; restriction 
snooze consumption; 

Gardens environment-friendly garden; cultivating own vegetables; rain barrel; 
green roof; 

Waste separating waste; buying food with less plastic packaging; limiting 
waste; 

Food buying organic food; buying bio-products; bio-product from the farm; 
eating less meat; 

Shopping second-handed clothing; thrift shop products; sustainable furniture. 
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The previous discussed actions in 
Soesterkwartier contribute to a reduction in 
CO2 emissions. Therefore, this chapter aims 
at quantifying how big this contribution is. 
The CO2 assessment cannot be done for 
every action described in the previous 
chapter. Moreover, the focus is on three 
action categories that are assumed to 
account for substantial CO2 emission 
reductions: energy efficient housing, 
sustainable energy sources and sustainable 
mobility. First, the methodology to quantify 
the CO2 reductions is discussed. Then, the 
results for each category is described in the 
sections that follow. 
 

3.1 METHODOLOGY 

A framework has been created that allows 
for structuring the methodology used (Figure 
1). The three columns represent the three 
mitigation categories that are the subject of 
our analysis. First, data was collected from 
the residents of the neighbourhood on 
energy consumption, solar energy 
production and mobility behaviour (blue 
boxes). For energy efficient housing, the gas 
use reductions resulting from house 
insulation and central heating optimisation 
are computed. For sustainable energy 
sources, the capacity of solar panels 
installations is identified. Lastly, for 
sustainable mobility, data about the share-
car system and use of alternatives means of 
transport is collected. Then, this data is 

QUANTIFYING GHG MITIGATION  

Figure 1- Conceptual framework  
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translated into GHG savings at the 
household level (green boxes) and at the 
neighbourhood level whenever possible 
(orange boxes). The calculations are based 
on three components: gas savings, the 
amount of grey electricity replaced by the 
solar panel production and the distance 
covered by alternatives to the car. These 
numbers are multiplied with emission 
conversion factors in order to get the related 
reductions in GHG emissions. 
 
The calculations on GHG emissions have 
been realised in a self-documented excel 
tool. This tool includes two GHG mitigation 
calculators, one for households and a 
second one for the total assessment of 
Soesterkwartier. All the quantitative data 
about the actions in the neighbourhood 
collected by questionnaires and online 

sources can be found in the tool. This tool 
can be useful for anyone willing to translate 
their sustainability efforts in GHG terms and 
it can be requested to the authors of the work 
for personal use. The results from the 
calculations are presented in the next 
sections. 
 

3.2. ENERGY EFFICIENT HOUSING 

3.2.1 NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION 

As discussed previously, the neighbourhood 
has taken many measures in order to reduce 
gas consumption. This way, Soesterkwartier 
made a step forward in the country-wide 
ambition to make 50,000 existing houses 
more sustainable per year by 2021 and 
200,000 by 2030 (SER, 2018). Overall, 
better insulated houses and optimised 

Figure 2- Annual gas consumption of an average household in the last ten years 
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heating systems contributed to a decrease in 
gas consumption during the past ten years. 
Data on the average annual household gas 
consumption since 2009 for every 
street/postcode of the Netherlands has been 
made available by Stedin.  
 

Analysis of this data shows the trend of gas 
consumption over time on the following four 
scales: the Netherlands, Amersfoort, 
Soesterkwartier and Stadskern (Figure 2). 
Since Stadskern, located in the city centre of 
Amersfoort, consists of many old buildings, it 
allows for comparison. First of all, it is 
noticeable that the gas consumption in 
Soesterkwartier is higher than the average 
Dutch use (16% higher in 2009 against 12% 
in 2019) whereas Amersfoort is hardly higher 
than the average Dutch user. For 
comparison, the city centre has an even 
larger gas consumption than 
Soesterkwartier. Therefore, it is likely to say 
that the older the neighbourhood is, the less 
insulated the houses are. As a result, the 
consumption of gas is higher. 
 

Secondly, a general decrease in the average 
household gas consumption has been 
observed in the past ten years on all scales, 
but a greater decrease took place in 
Soesterkwartier: 13% decrease in 
Soesterkwartier, against 10% on the country 
scale and 12% for Amersfoort (and its city 
centre). This greater decrease has been 
related to its initial high gas consumption and 
then higher potential to make improvements 
by insulating houses and optimising heating 
systems. This average annual gas 
consumption decrease of 13% in 
Soesterkwartier can be expressed in 
absolute numbers. It indicates that the 
annual gas consumption of an average 
household from Soesterkwartier is about 
250m3 less in 2019 in comparison to 2009.  

As far as climate change mitigation is 
concerned, the cumulative amount of gas 
saved is the most important factor because 
the total atmospheric load is responsible for 
the greenhouse effect. Over the last ten 
years, an average household in 
Soesterkwartier contributed to save 
approximately 1180m3 gas with the gas use 
of 2009 as a baseline. In other words, if a 
household would have not changed their 
behaviour and continued consuming the 
amount of gas of 2009, approximately 1180 
m3 of gas would have been consumed over 
the ten years. This amount of gas has been 
saved and can be converted into CO2 since 
burning one cubic meter of natural gas adds 
1.89 kg CO2-eq to the atmosphere. Over the 
ten years, one household mitigated about 
2.2 ton of CO2-eq relative to the 2009 
baseline (Table 2).  
 

At the scale of Soesterkwartier, the gas 
savings correspond to 6.8 million m3 for the 
5823 households (Gemeente Amersfoort, 
2019b) considering that all households of the 
neighbourhood were using gas as heating 
source of energy. The total gas savings of 
the neighbourhood from the last ten years 
translate into about 13 kton of CO2-eq. 
 
Table 2- GHG mitigation in Soesterkwartier by 
reducing gas consumption 

Mitigation from 
energy-efficient 
housing 

Household  

(ton CO2-
eq) 

Neighbour- 
hood 

 (ton CO2-eq)  

Natural gas 
consumption  

 
2.2 

 
13,000 

 

To put it in perspective, the Dutch goal is to 
mitigate 3.4 Mton CO2-eq in the building 
sector by 2030 (SER, 2018). If every Dutch 
household would reduce its gas 
consumption at the same rate as households 
in Soesterkwartier do, the total mitigation 
would already reach 17 Mton CO2-eq (CBS, 
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2018b). This amount is obtained by the 
household mitigation of Soesterkwartier (see 
table) extrapolated to the total number of 
households in the Netherlands. 
 

3.2.2 Electricity consumption 

Data on the average annual household 
electricity consumption since 2009 for every 
street/postcode of the Netherlands has been 
made available by Stedin. Analysis of this 
data shows the trend of electricity 
consumption over time on the three following 
scales: the Netherlands, Amersfoort and 
Soesterkwartier (Figure 3). 
 
First of all, it is noticeable that the electricity 
consumption in Soesterkwartier is higher 
than the average Dutch use (10% higher in 
2009 against 4% in 2019). The trend in 
Amersfoort is similar to the average Dutch 

consumption. The higher electricity use of 
Soesterkwartier can be explained by several 
assumptions, such as more frequent use of 
electric devices. However, those 
assumptions cannot be verified.  
 

Secondly, a general decrease in the average 
household electricity consumption has been 
observed in the past ten years at all levels 
with the same trend. However, a greater 
decrease took place in Soesterkwartier with 
a reduction of 17% in the consumption 
between 2009 and 2019 against 12% for the 
country. In fact, an average household of the 
neighbourhood saved 800 kWh in 2019 
relative to 2009. If a household in 
Soesterkwartier would have kept its 
electricity consumption at 2009’s levels, then 
2200 kWh more would have been consumed 
over the 10 years.  

Figure 3- Annual electricity consumption of an average household in the last ten years 
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There are several explanations for the 
electricity drop. First, it has to be mentioned 
that the household’s own production of 
electricity is already deducted from the 
electricity consumption. Then, the personal 
electricity production can probably explain 
part of the decrease. A second possible 
reason would be improvements of domestic 
appliances efficiency. 
 
Decreasing its electricity production can be 
seen in one way of being more energy-
efficient. The current Dutch electricity 
production is still not totally green and 
therefore, limiting its electricity consumption 
is also mitigating GHG emissions. 
 

The electricity production from solar panels 
will be evaluated in the next section. 
Therefore, to prevent double-counting, the 
decrease in electricity consumption studied 
in this section will not be included in the 
complete mitigation evaluation for the 
neighbourhood. The raw consumption 
without the solar energy production would be 
needed to get a clear idea of the actual 
reduction in electricity use and its related 
GHG mitigation. 
 

3.3 SUSTAINABLE ENERGY 
PRODUCTION  

The Netherlands aims to be CO2-free for its 
electricity production by 2050 in the Dutch 
climate agreement (SER, 2018). As 
mentioned in the first chapter, 
Soesterkwartier undertook actions to save 
emissions on energy production. So far, the 
most common practices are to install solar 
panels on roofs and to opt for a green 
electricity supplier. Indeed, this green 
electricity is assumed to be zero-emissions 
whereas the regular grid electricity emits 
0.65kg CO2-eq per unit of kWh produced. 

3.3.1 SOLAR ENERGY PRODUCTION 

In Soesterkwartier, many residents invested 
in solar energy: at least 180 houses of the 
neighbourhood were registered to have solar 
panels. Yet, this number remains limited 
since it corresponds to 3% of the households 
of Soesterkwartier.  
 

An average household of Soesterkwartier 
equipped with solar panels produces 
approximately 2000 kWh a year. As the 
green electricity produced by the solar 
panels substitutes grey electricity, the 
corresponding emissions are reduced from 
0.65 kg CO2-eq /kWh to no emissions at all. If 
a household produces the average of 2000 
kWh per year, they mitigate 1.3 tons of CO2-

eq per year. 
 

According to CBS, the total production by 
households in Soesterkwartier adds up to 
360 MWh/year (Appendix 3). This amount of 
grey electricity is substituted with green 
electricity. The total production can also be 
found with this simple calculation: 180 
installations producing on average 2000 
kWh/year correspond to the production of 
360 MWh/year. By making use of the 
emission conversion factor (0.65kg CO2-eq 

/kWh), the annual production of the whole 
neighbourhood of 360 MWh translates into 
234 tons CO2-eq saved every year. 
Considering that most solar panels were 
installed around 2013, then the total 
mitigation over 6 years amounts to 1400 tons 
CO2-eq.  
 

As stated before, two schools in 
Soesterkwartier (De Kubus and ‘t Anker) are 
equipped with 160 solar panels in total. The 
solar panels at the schools have produced 
84.1 and 53.5 MWh respectively since they 
are operating (Sunny Portal, 2019; GoodWe 
Portal, n.d.). With the same conversion 
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method, this green energy production 
translates into 55 and 35 tons CO2-eq 
mitigated. 
 

As a result, the total solar energy production 
in the neighbourhood over time has allowed 
a mitigation of approximately 1.5 kton of CO2-

eq (Table 3). 
 
Table 3- GHG mitigation in Soesterkwartier by green 
electricity production. The total neighbourhood 
mitigation includes installations on the 180 houses 
and the two schools. 

Mitigation 
from solar 
panels 
production 

Household  
 

(ton CO2-

eq) 

Schools  
 

(ton 

CO2-eq) 

Total  
 

(ton 
CO2-

eq)  

Annually 1.3 32 266 

From start 
of operation 

7.8 90 1494 

 

To put it in perspective, the Netherlands 
decided within the Dutch climate agreement 
to increase its renewable energy production 
up to 84 TWh, which equals to 84 x106 MWh. 
Additionally, the aim is to reduce CO2 
emissions by increasing the share in 
renewable electricity by 20.2 Mton in 2030 
(SER, 2018). The total amount of emission 
reduction in Soesterkwartier in terms of solar 
panels is 1500 tons CO2-eq, including 
households and the schools. An average 
household in Soesterkwartier then accounts 
for approximately 0.25 tons CO2-eq 
reductions from solar panels. If all 
households in the Netherland would produce 
the same ratio of electricity by solar panels 
as Soesterkwartier, approximately 2 Mton of 
CO2 emission reductions would be achieved. 
This only partly contributes to the ambition of 
the Netherlands to produce more renewable 
energy, but households are not the only 
actor in the society and solar energy in not 
the only possible renewable source. 

3.3.2 SWITCH TO GREEN ELECTRICITY 

SUPPLY 

As explained previously, switching from grey 
to green electricity allows for using CO2-free 
energy. A significant part of the respondents 
already made the transition towards green 
electricity. It is possible to compute what an 
average household could mitigate by 
switching to green electricity. An average 
household from Soesterkwartier who 
consumes 3,900 kWh/year would reduce its 
emissions of 2.5 ton CO2-eq by opting for 
green electricity. However, it is beyond the 
scope of the project to assess the fraction of 
residents that actually use green electricity. 
Then, this action will not be included in the 
complete mitigation evaluation for the 
neighbourhood. 
 

3.4 SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY 

As described in the first chapter, alternative 
ways of transport are developing in 
Soesterkwartier. Several companies provide 
share-cars and households make the choice 
to share their personal car with their 
neighbours.  
 

However, it is challenging to give mitigation 
estimates for the mobility transition in 
Soesterkwartier because of the wide range 
of individuals’ behaviour. Hence, an average 
behaviour cannot be identified. Instead, the 
following methodology can be applied to 
compute how your use of alternative means 
of transport translate into mitigation terms. 
 

On an individual scale, mitigation from the 
mobility sector can be assessed with the 
following methodology. First, the distances 
covered by public transport, bike or electric 
car are identified. It is assumed that these 
alternative means of transport are used as 
replacement for a regular car. Then, the 
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emission factors of the different means of 
transport can be compared with the emission 
factor of a regular car (Table 4). In the 
mobility sector, the emission factors refer to 
the amount of emissions per unit of distance 
travelled (km). 
 
Table 4- Emission factors1 for AMT (kg CO2/km). “Car 
unknown” gives an emission factor when the type of 
car is not given. 

 
Next, the annual amount of GHG emissions 
mitigated with an alternative mean of 
transport (AMT) can be computed by taking 
the difference between the emission factor of 
the regular car and the emission factor of the 
AMT. Then, this difference is multiplied with 
the distance travelled by the AMT in 
kilometres per year. This gives the total 
annual emission reduction from sustainable 
mobility (Equation 1). 
 

In addition, when it comes to the share-car 
system, other aspects come into play. 
According to Nijland et al. (2015), share-car 
users usually drive 1600 km less by car in a 
year, which directly translates into GHG 
emission reductions. However, they often 

                                                
1 https://www.co2emissiefactoren.nl/lijst-emissiefactoren/ 

 

switch to public transport or the bike instead. 
With some of these alternative ways of 
transport, such as the bus, emissions are 
involved. However, those emissions are less 
than with the car, which results in a decrease 
in emissions relative to the car. Lastly, share-
cars incite people not to have their own car. 
Apart from car-use related emissions, 
additional emissions are avoided for 
instance from the manufacturing process. All 
in all, the PBL report concluded that a user 
of share-cars mitigates 175 to 265 kg CO2-eq 
annually (Nijland et al., 2015). 
 

On the neighbourhood scale, the same 
calculation procedure can be used. 
However, key data is missing: the total 
distance covered by each mean of transport 
for the whole neighbourhood. Therefore, the 
GHG assessment focuses on the specific 
characteristic of this neighbourhood, namely 
the development of the share-car system. To 
estimate the contribution of Soesterkwartier 
towards the national target of at least 7.3 
Mton CO2-eq /year mitigation in the mobility-
sector, an estimation of the share-car users 
in the neighbourhood is made. Then, the 
previously mentioned CO2 emission 
reductions for one user of the share-car 
system is extrapolated to the whole 
neighbourhood with the total number of 
users. 

 

Car benzine 0.22 Bus 0.14 

Car Diesel 0.21 Metro/Tram 0.07 

Car not 
known 

0.22 Train 0.06 

Plane 0.20 Electric bike 0.01 

Car electric 0.11 Regular bike 0 

Equation 1- Formula for CO2 mitigation by using AMT 
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On average, 0.5% 1 of population in the 
Netherlands uses share-cars. Using this 
percentage, approximately 58 2  people in 
Soesterkwartier are estimated to use share-
cars actively. However, this estimation might 
underestimate the actual number of users 
since the use of the share-car system is 
assumed to be larger in Soesterkwartier than 
in the rest of the country. Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier estimates 100 people of the 
neighbourhood being member of a share-car 
platform but not all members might use 
share-cars regularly. Using the estimate of 
58 regular users, the total amount of 
mitigated GHG emissions is approximately 
10 to 15 ton CO2-eq per year. The total 
mitigation for the mobility sector cannot be 
easily extended over the ten years since the 
start of these actions is not exactly known. 
 

3.5 SUMMARIZING REMARKS 

The final assessment of climate change 
mitigation led in Soesterkwartier in the last 
ten years is presented in Table 5. Some 
actions have a greater impact than others. 
For example, the total mitigation resulting 
from the gas savings amounts to 13,000 ton 
whereas the sustainable energy production 
has an impact almost ten times lower. 
However, it is good to remember that only 
3% of the houses are equipped with solar 
panels and that this mitigation could be 
easily enhanced by implementing more of 
them. Additionally, the number of residents 
in the neighbourhood having made the 
switch to a greener electricity supplier has 
not been identified yet. The sustainable 
mobility category has an even lower impact, 
that seems quite neglectable. However, this 

                                                
1 90,000 share-car users in the Netherlands divided 
by the population of the Netherlands which is 
17,320,575 (Nijland et al., 2015; CBS, 2019).  
 

category only includes the use of share-cars 
in the last year so far. Further research 
should be done to estimate the start of their 
use and to study more thoroughly the 
changes in the mobility behaviour in the 
neighbourhood. 
 

Table 5- Complete assessment of the GHG 

mitigation in Soesterkwartier in the last ten years 

 

 

 

 
 

  

2 0.005 multiplied by the population of Soesterkwartier 
which is 11,280 (Gemeente Amersfoort, 2019b). 
 

 
Neighbourhood 
GHG mitigation 

(ton  CO2-eq) 

Energy efficient housing 

• Natural gas 
consumption 

 

13,000 

Sustainable energy 
production 

• Solar panels 
production 

• Switch to green 
electricity supply 

 

1,494 
- 

Sustainable mobility 
• Share-car system 
• Other alternatives 

 
10 – 15/YEAR 

- 

Total 14,494 
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In the previous chapters, the focus has been 
on taking actions to mitigate GHG emissions. 
However, these actions are not only 
beneficial to the environment. The mitigation 
of GHG emissions can be seen as the overall 
benefit from the mitigation actions in 
Soesterkwartier. Co-benefits are benefits 
that arise from sustainable activities other 
than emission reduction. In this chapter, the 
co-benefits of mitigation actions are 
assessed.  
 

In literature there are mainly three co-
benefits of sustainable activities namely: 
social, financial and environmental. The 
social benefits are improved social cohesion, 
increased comfort (normalizing humidity and 
temperature indicators) and health & well-
being. The financial gains include the lower 
energy cost due to efficient use of energy, 
new businesses in sustainable activities and 
the resulting employment opportunities 
created. Lastly, the environmental benefits 
from sustainability are air pollution reduction, 
reusing & recycling of waste and energy 
saving. (Ferreira, Almeida & Rodrigue, 
2017).  
 

In the following sections, the various co-
benefits that arise from sustainable activities 
in Soesterkwartier are discussed. They are 
classified into the three following categories: 
social, financial and environmental co-
benefits and a summarizing diagram is 
showed in figure 4. 
 

4.1 SOCIAL CO-BENEFITS 

4.1.1 SOCIAL COHESION 

The main co-benefit that arises from the 
interviews is social cohesion. The strong 

social cohesion in the neighbourhood started 
already at the beginning of Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier. When the buildings at the 
Wagenwerkplaats were planned to be 
demolished, residents from the 
neighbourhood came together to protect the 
buildings. This can be seen as the start for 
undertaking actions collectively in the 
neighbourhood.  
 

Nowadays, the strong social cohesion still 
sets the principles of the association, since 
they strive for collaboratively reaching 
sustainability and lower energy bills. The 
association includes several working groups 
where the people regularly meet to work on 
a specific topic. Among the interviewed 
people, some of them really enjoy taking part 
in their group and see the social aspects as 
strong motivations to go to the meetings. 
Generally, joining the working groups is seen 
as a hobby for the participants.  
 

Furthermore, the simple fact of involving in 
the sustainable initiatives creates an intrinsic 
link between the people. According to the 
respondents, the same beliefs in 
sustainability actions connects people. The 
residents of the neighbourhood look at the 
actions that other households take, and this 
makes a starting point for discussion. They 
often meet with neighbours and even 
organise “street parties”. Moreover, multiple 
installations of solar panels in the street 
incite neighbours to share tools together, 
such as the material to clean the panels. 

4.1.2 AWARENESS CREATION 

The awareness created by the realisation of 
these initiatives is another social co-benefit. 
Since many people in the neighbourhood 

CO-BENEFITS OF SUSTAINABLE ACTIONS  
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have installed solar panels on their roofs, 
people become aware of sustainability 
measures. The visibility of sustainability 
actions results in people talking about it and 
take action. It could work as a virtuous circle, 
where more and more people become aware 
and invest in solar panels for instance. 
Additionally, the solar panel projects on the 
schools also make the children aware as 
they learn about sustainable energy 
production at school. This can have a 
favourable consequence in the future.  
 
In front of the association, a heat map shows 
the heat loss by houses in Soesterkwartier 
ten years ago. The heat loss from houses 

indicates how much the insulation of the 
houses can be improved. By measuring and 
showing the heat loss, the residents could 
become more aware about their situation 
and might have an incentive to improve the 
energy efficiency of their house. In this way, 
neighbours can talk with each other on how 
to improve insulation. Since many people in 
the neighbourhood have already done this, 
they can advise each other on efficient 
systems and costs.  
 

Several parts of the neighbourhood have a 
“Street ambassador” who invites his 
neighbours to make joint investments in 
order to save money and time. Hereby, the 

Figure 4- Diagram of the various co-benefits that arise from GHG mitigation actions in 
Soesterkwartier 
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association enables people to come together 
and inform them about possibilities to take 
action. The residents can share their energy 
bills and exchange relevant information. 
According to the questionnaires, people 
become more aware about what is 
happening to the Earth by discussing these 
aspects together. 

4.1.3 PERSONAL WELL-BEING 

Personal well-being includes comfort and 
health aspects. First, insulating houses 
improves personal comfort. Energy efficient 
houses are more comfortable for living as 
they normalise room temperature. The 
replacement of single glazing by double-, 
triple-, or HR++ glazing prevents noise and 
results in a quieter living.  
 

Secondly, sustainable mobility can give 
health benefits. In Soesterkwartier, many of 
the respondents have indicated that they use 
the bicycle instead of the car, especially for 
short distances. Using the bike helps 
increase your fitness. Among those who 
switch to or use more public transport 
instead of a private car, some tend to use the 
bike more often. This is possible as people 
can take their bike in the train and they have 
to commute to the train station. Besides 
physical health, implementing mitigation 
measures can also contribute to the mental 
health. Some people have this feeling of 
responsibility for taking care of the Earth and 
the future generations. Then, acting 
sustainably can help you fulfil the “duty” of 
living your life the way you believe that is 
right. 

4.1.4 INTRINSIC VALUE OF NATURE 

The project ‘Schoon Soesterkwartier’ aims at 
removing litter in the neighbourhood. 
Besides social cohesion, this project also 

contributes to the intrinsic value of nature. 
People enjoy the environment where they 
live in better if there is no litter around.  

4.1.5 PARKING FACILITIES 

According to Gemeente Amersfoort (2019b), 

residents of Soesterkwartier seem to be less 

satisfied with parking facilities in their 

neighbourhood compared to the average of 

Amersfoort. Share-cars reduce the number 

of cars in the neighbourhood progressively. 

As a result, parking spaces become 

available which can improve citizens’ satisfa

ction in parking facilities.  

4.2 FINANCIAL CO-BENEFITS 

4.2.1 MONETARY SAVINGS  

Energy efficiency improvements result in 
reduced energy bills. For instance, an 
average house with HR++ glazing saves 
€300 per year compared to single glazing. 
Additionally, badly insulated houses can 
save up to €2000 per year if they improve 
insulation (Milieu Centraal, n.d.). Money can 
also be saved when people invest in these 
measures at the same time, since discount 
will be given. For instance, residents from 
Roerstraat collectively purchased double-
glazed windows and insulation material to 
reduce costs (Duurzaam Soesterkwartier, 
n.d.).  
 

Similarly, producing sustainable energy at 
home also helps to reduce your energy bill. 
In general, one of the main advantages of 
sustainable energy production is the long-
term monetary saving, mostly considering 
the future higher prices of fossil-based 
energy. However, the amount of money 
saved depends on the amount spent on the 
infrastructure and the life time. The two big 
projects in the neighbourhood on sustainable 
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energy are solar panel installations and the 
wind turbine project Soesterwijk Wiek.  
 

Regarding solar panels, households reduce 
costs in their energy bill since they (partly) 
generate their own electricity. From the 
questionnaires, a respondent has managed 
to cut investment costs by using second-
handed solar panels. Consequently, a large 
part of the investments is retrieved in a short 
period. The wind turbine project also 
involves local residents that can invest 
money in the wind turbines. Again, they get 
paid back with reduced energy bills. The 
benefits from the wind farm then go to the 
people of Soesterkwartier. Since the project 
is not yet executed, the exact financial 
benefits cannot be provided.  
 

Lastly, sustainable mobility can also provide 
monetary savings. Indeed, costs of 
transportation can be reduced when the car 
is not owned privately. According to 
Duurzaam Soesterkwartier, a car is left 
unused for approximately 23 hours a day. 
Monetary benefits can be obtained up to 
€400 per month by getting rid of the car. The 
share-car systems in the neighbourhood still 
gives the possibility for people to use a car if 
necessary and then reduce fixed costs of 
owning a car.  

4.2.2 LOCAL ECONOMY 

Investments in energy efficiency measures 
can create job opportunities and thereby 
generate income. For instance, people are 
hired to insulate houses and to install solar 
panels. The respondent that invested in 
second-handed solar panels, mentioned that 
a small-scale company has started in the 
neighbourhood. This company installs 
second-handed solar panels, as other 
companies are not willing to do 

this.  Additionally, job opportunities were 
also created on the Wagenwerkplaats. 
Lastly, some on-going projects such as 
Soesterhof and Soesterwijk Wiek also 
demand employment. Next to these jobs, 
businesses such as 033Energie and 
Buurauto have emerged from the 
neighbourhood. 033Energie is an 
overarching advisory company in Amersfoort 
that assists and advises people on how to 
make houses energy efficient.  
 

4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CO-BENEFITS  

4.3.1 ENERGY SECURITY & INDEPENDENCY 

Unlike grey electricity, green electricity is 

generated from non-depletable sources. 

Therefore, the transition towards sustainable 

energy sources is not only a way to mitigate 

CO2 emissions but also gives energy 

security. Wind energy and solar energy are 

clean, safe and non-depletable types of 

energy. It is necessary that a transition 

towards green energy takes place in the 

Netherlands due to the gas drilling 

earthquakes in Groningen. Therefore, the 

Dutch population wants to stop the extraction 

of the Dutch natural gas. By increasing the 

share in renewable energy sources, the 

Netherlands can become independent of 

natural gas.  

4.3.2 AIR QUALITY 

Air quality is improved by reducing the 
burning of fossil fuels. All mitigation 
measures discussed previously not only 
reduce CO2 emissions but in general reduce 
air pollution. A decrease in gas consumption, 
switching to green electricity, opt for an 
electric car, all participate in making the air 
cleaner which also leads to health benefits 
for the society. 
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4.4 SUMMARIZING REMARKS  

In sum, the mitigation measures in 
Soesterkwartier aim at sustainability and 
reducing energy bills. The report focuses on 
GHG mitigation as a main benefit, but the 
sustainable actions also bring plenty of 
social, financial and environmental co-
benefits. Social cohesion increases as well 
as the creation of awareness. Additionally, 
financial benefits are obtained from lower 
energy bills due to energy efficiency & solar 
panels, as well as people getting rid of their 
car. The mitigation measures also stimulate 
the local economy since jobs are created. 
Lastly, the enhancement of renewable 
energy sources results in energy security 
and reduced gas dependency. Overall, the 
decreased use of fossil fuel sources 
improves air quality.  
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The project aimed at identifying the 
contributions that the voluntary association 
Duurzaam Soesterkwartier has made in 
GHG emission reduction and the relating co-
benefits in the past 10 years. Based on a 
qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the 
mitigation measures in Soesterkwartier, it 
can be concluded that the insulation of 
houses, switch to sustainable energy 
sources and switch to sustainable mobility 
contribute substantially to climate change 
mitigation. After 10 years, the efforts of the 
association can be translated into the 
mitigation of approximately 15,000 tons of 
CO2 emissions. Beside the contribution to 
climate change mitigation, the local 
initiatives have also resulted in social, 
financial and environmental co-benefits. 
However, the overriding rationale for the 
sustainability actions in the neighbourhood is 
the concern for the environment. 
  
The research for the project is carried out by 
visiting the neighbourhood, having 
interviews with active members of the 
association, distributing surveys and 
literature review. In Soesterkwartier, many 
actions have been taken that are initiated by 
the association and by individuals 
themselves. The association strives for 
affordable implementation of measures by 
investing collectively. Collective actions in 
the neighbourhood are focused on improving 
the energy efficiency of houses, the use of 
sustainable energy sources and the choice 
in means of transport. These measures can 
be directly translated into CO2 emission 
reductions by the use of emission conversion 
factors. Individual actions are not 
incorporated in the aggregate GHG 
mitigation but show the willingness on the 
residents to change behaviour. Overall, it is 

clear that the residents in Soesterkwartier 
are highly concerned with the environment 
and invest time and money to take future 
climate change into account. 
  

Besides the report, a tool has been created 
for people in Soesterkwartier to calculate 
their CO2 emission reductions on several 
aspects. For instance, the production of 
electricity by solar panels can be inserted 
and their savings on CO2 will be calculated. 
This tool may serve as an incentive for 
people doing more and being motivated to 
invest in mitigation measures. Besides 
emission reductions per household, is it also 
possible to calculate the total CO2 reductions 
for the whole neighbourhood. Further 
expansion of the tool will allow for a more 
detailed assessment of the CO2 emission 
reductions in Soesterkwartier.   
  

The CO2 reduction from the mobility sector 
now only includes the reduction of CO2 
related to the share-car system which can be 
an underestimation of the exact amount of 
CO2 mitigated in this sector. It can also be 
discussed if the gas decrease can continue 
since the participation is decreasing and the 
number of houses to improve energy 
efficiency is finite. Moreover, the 
respondents of the questionnaires were 
mainly active members and concerned 
residents. This confirms that it is difficult to 
involve the rental segment in the 
neighbourhood, as indicated by the 
respondents.  
 

Overall, the quantitative assessment shows 
that the residents of Soesterkwartier set a 
good example with respect to reaching the 
Dutch climate goals. Namely, if all 
neighbourhoods in the Netherlands would 
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act as Soesterkwartier does, it can contribute 
substantially to reaching the Dutch climate 
goals. Therefore, the assessment on the 
measures taken in Soesterkwartier can be 
used as a promotion for other 
neighbourhoods in the Netherlands. 
Voluntary local initiatives can lead to 
substantial emission reductions and they 
should be widely supported by the national 
government.   
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Recommendations that have come up during 
the project are discussed in the following 
chapter. Either from the questionnaires or 
conversations with involved/concerned 
people, the most feasible recommendations 
are shown. They are divided into two parts, 
namely one part specifically for the 
neighbourhood on how to further mitigate 
climate change and secondly, in what way 
research can further be developed on this 
topic. Since the involvement of the rental 
segment of Soesterkwartier is mentioned 
several times as an issue, several 
recommendations are targeted at this 
aspect.  
 
6.1 RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
FURTHER MITIGATE AND/OR ADAPT 
TO CLIMATE CHANGE 

INVOLVING HOUSING CORPORATIONS 

As the rental segment is owned by housing 
corporations, the association tries to engage 
those institutions. A cooperation between the 
housing corporations and the association, 
can lead to improving the old houses in the 
rental segment. Installing solar panels and 
insulating the houses can be done for a 
whole street or several streets 
simultaneously. These actions result in lower 
energy bills for these houses. However, it 
should be taken into account that the rent of 
those houses should not increase (much). 
Especially since social rental houses cannot 
exceed a certain amount that is set by 
government regulations. Therefore, the 
reduction on the energy bill can be used to 
offset the investment costs. In this way, 
tenants will not be worse off, as well as the 

housing corporations. The investment costs 
will be paid back in the long-term and it is 
beneficial for the environment. 

SUBSIDISING SUSTAINABLE ACTIVITIES 

SUCH AS RENOVATION OF BADLY-
INSULATED BUILDINGS 

Amersfoort aims for being energy neutral city 
by 2030 (Gemeente Amersfoort, 2019a) and 
energy neutral measures are high-costly. 
Therefore, the municipality and/or 
government needs to provide financial help 
to the people that cannot afford these costs. 

GIVING PEOPLE AN INCENTIVE OR REWARD 

TO RE-GREEN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD  

For example, the exchange of a tile for a 
plant in order to make the neighbourhood 
greener. As the neighbourhood copes with 
drainage problems after an extreme rainfall, 
it is necessary that concrete is replaced by 
green.   

INCREASING THE ROLE OF INFORMATION 

It is important to make the people more 
aware of the actions that are ongoing. By 
advertisement campaigns, using social 
media, or going from house to house. In this 
way, people may become more active or 
wanting to think about the neighbourhood 
together. Information distribution can also go 
hand in hand with directly giving the 
residents something to think about. There 
should be the possibility for households to 
meet “energy-advisor” that are as much 
neutral and objective as possible. There 
should not be representing energy 
companies but give you adequate 
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information adapted to your situation on how 
to improve your house to save energy and 
produce your own electricity. They should 
have a general knowledge of all possibilities 
for households, not only specialised on one 
type of energy, and inform both on positive 
and negative aspects of the technology. 

CIRCULAR ECONOMY 

The people should be informed about the 
possibility of installing second-handed solar 
panels instead of new ones. Some houses 
that have undergone a renovation offer their 
solar panels on second-handed markets. In 
this way, the investment costs will be much 
lower, and the payback time will be shorter. 
Moreover, the end-of-life of solar panels, 
their dumping or recycling, is generally not 
known for the general public. Therefore, we 
advise to investigate this point and spread 
this information. 

INCLUDE OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINGS TO 

INSTALL SOLAR PANELS 

So far, the roofs of two schools of the 
neighbourhood have been used to install 
solar panels. The people could make 
collective investments. This idea could be 
extended to other public buildings in 
Soesterkwartier with large roofs. The owners 
of the public buildings need to be invited 
(multiple times) to get informed about the 
plans and need to be offered a co-benefit to 
create an incentive for the owners to install 
solar panels. An incentive can be for 
instance incorporating the sustainability 
aspect as a marketing tool.  

                                                
1 Webb, F. (2011). Tidy St: Shining a light on 

community energy efficiency. The Guardian. 
Retrieved from 

KEEP PARTICIPATION RATE AT THE SAME 

LEVEL 

In the beginning of Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier, many residents in the 
neighbourhood were involved. After 10 
years, it seems that it takes more effort to 
involve people. It is recommended that 
broader participation in Soesterkwartier is 
reached by making people aware of their 
energy use. Instead of a heatmap that 
captures heat loss, an example can be found 
in Tidy Street (Brighton, UK) 1 . Energy 
monitors are given to the residents and their 
energy use is painted on the street, which 
resulted in people making small behavioural 
changes to decrease their energy use. Such 
a project is in line with the principles of the 
association, where sustainability actions 
create social cohesion. The paintings on the 
streets make people aware that pass by and 
might enhance participation across the 
neighbourhood as well. A respondent has 
also indicated to appreciate more actions 
such as the smiley on the daffodils on the 
backside of the station.  
 

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT 

INVESTIGATE BEHAVIOURAL CHANGES IN 

MOBILITY 

Mobility is an important section in the Dutch 
climate goals, and it seems from the 
questionnaires that the people in 
Soesterkwartier make regular use of 
alternative means of transport. However, it 
should be investigated in detail how many 
kilometres are replaced by an alternative 
mean in order to calculate absolute emission 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/blog/2011
/apr/12/energy-use-households-monitor-electricity. 
Accessed on 04-06-2019.  
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reductions from mobility. Additionally, the 
use of the airplane should be taken into 
account for the final calculation. 

INVESTIGATE THE TIMESPAN OF SOLAR 

PANELS 

Emission reduction due to the replacement 
of grey by green electricity can be calculated 
more specifically if it is known for how long 
the installations of solar panels have been 
active.  

INVESTIGATE THE GENERAL TREND IN GAS 

CONSUMPTION 

The general trend shows a decrease in gas 
consumption over time, which is now 
assumed to be (partly) explained by 
improving energy efficiency. However, other 
factors such as children moving out can be 
relevant for this decrease. It should be 
further investigated for what ratio this 
decrease can be explained by improving the 
energy efficiency of houses. 

INVESTIGATE THE GENERAL TREND IN 

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION  

The general trend shows a decrease in 
electricity consumption over time, for which 
explanations are not clear and cannot be 
explained by the production of electricity by 
solar panels.  

INVESTIGATE THE EFFECT OF RE-GREENING 

ON CO2   

Re-greening enhances the CO2 sink and can 
lead to CO2 emission reduction. Since the 
neighbourhood invests in re-greening, this 
aspect should be assessed in more detail to 
include it in the GHG emission reduction of 
the neighbourhood.  

EXTEND THE USE OF THE GHG CALCULATOR 

TO OTHER NEIGHBOURHOODS  

First, the tool can be used to assess the 
contribution to climate change mitigation in 
the other neighbourhoods of Amersfoort. For 
that purpose, the tool will be provided to the 
municipality. Then, it could be further 
disseminated to apply the methodology for 
other cities, or even other countries. To do 
so, the input data available in the tool can be 
adjusted, with specific information relating to 
the place investigated, and conversion 
factors up-to-date. 

CREATION OF AN APP 

The tool can be converted into an app that is 
easily accessible on the phone. The 
increased accessibility will allow more 
people being able to calculate their emission 
reductions and raise awareness among a 
broader audience.  
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APPENDIX 1. LIST OF QUESTIONS FOR 
INTERVIEWS AND SURVEYS 

Background 
The project has been carried out by interviewing people from Soesterkwartier and by 
sending out surveys to reach a broader participation in the neighbourhood. In order to get 
an overview of the measures that people have implemented and to get a picture of the 
neighbourhood itself, several questions have been asked. First, a list is provided of the 
interview subjects that have been discussed with active members of the association, as 
well as people from the neighbourhood that have actively implemented sustainability 
measures (A). Secondly, a list of questions is provided that are asked in the questionnaires 
(B). Two different surveys have been sent out, one targeting the members of the 
association, and one for non-members in Soesterkwartier. In part B, the long list of 
questions is provided where the last section shows the additional questions that have been 
asked to members.  
 
Note: the questions are in Dutch.  
 

A. Interview subjects 
 
Introductie:  
- zelf voorstellen 

- 3 studenten van Wageningen Universiteit in opdracht van Fokke de Jong à CO2 reductie 

- maatregelen van de vereniging en huiseigenaren om duurzaam te worden 

- geïnteresseerd in maatregelen vereniging, huishoudens en overige 

- rapport kan toegestuurd worden  

à opnemen interview 

 

Gegevens huishouden 
- soort huis (rijtjeshuis) 

- bouwjaar 

- huur of koop 

- hoelang al in Soesterkwartier 

- waarom Soesterkwartier 

- locatie huis 

- samenstelling huishouden 

- educatie achtergrond 

- betrokkenheid bij milieu 

 

Onderzoek  

Deel 1: energie efficiënte huizen 
- verbouwing huis 

- doel om energie gebruikt te reduceren 

- warmtesysteem geoptimaliseerd en hoe 

- privé investering? 

- hoogte investeringskosten 

- terugverdientijd 
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- bron en hoeveelheid energie 

- bron en hoeveelheid elektriciteit 

 

Deel 2: duurzame mobiliteit  
- hoeveelheid auto’s (elektrisch) 

- afstand per jaar  

- gebruik van ander vervoer in plaats van auto 

- gebruik deel-auto 

 

Deel 3: zonnepanelen 
- hoeveelheid zonnepanelen 

- productie zonnepanelen 

 

Vereniging Duurzaam Soesterkwartier 
- rol binnen vereniging 

- motivatie om deel te nemen 

- lengte lidmaatschap 

- bijdrage projecten 

- initiatieven gestart als gevolg van vereniging 

- overige duurzaamheidsinitiatieven 

- voordelen projecten: sociale cohesie/werkgelegenheid creatie/schonere lucht/minder files 

- betrokkenheid buurt  

- verbeteringen duurzaamheid  

- eigen duurzame acties  

 

B. List of questions for surveys 
 
Gegevens huishouden 

1. In wat voor type huis woont u? 
2. Heeft u een koop- of huurhuis? 
3. Wat is de grootte van uw woning (in m3 of m2)? 
4. In welk jaar is uw huis gebouwd? 
5. Hoe lang woont u in Soesterkwartier? 
6. Om welke reden bent u naar Soesterkwartier verhuisd? 
7. In welk gedeelte van de buurt woont u? 
8. Wat is de samenstelling van uw huishouden? 
9. Wat voor educatieve achtergrond heeft u? 
10. Onderneemt u in uw persoonlijke leven acties met betrekking tot duurzaamheid? Zoals het scheiden 

van afval, huis isoleren, zonnepanelen, elektrische auto... Waarom (niet)? 
11. Denkt u dat zulke acties een verschil kunnen maken? Waarom (niet)? 
12. Denkt u dat zulke acties mensen bij elkaar kunnen brengen? Waarom (niet)? 
13. Denkt u dat zulke acties leiden tot positieve uitkomsten zoals meer werkgelegenheid, schonere lucht, 

minder files et cetera? Zoja, welke? 

 

Onderzoek  

Deel 1: energie efficiënte huizen 
14. Heeft u de isolatie van uw huis in de afgelopen 10 jaar verbeterd? 
15. Hoe hoog waren de investeringskosten ongeveer en zijn deze kosten (gedeeltelijk) gedekt door 

bijvoorbeeld de gemeente? Zoja, door wie? 
16. Heeft u het warmte systeem (CV) van uw huis in de afgelopen 10 jaar verbeterd? 
17. Hoe hoog waren de investeringskosten ongeveer en zijn deze kosten (gedeeltelijk) gedekt door 

bijvoorbeeld de gemeente? Zoja, door wie? 
18. Hoeveel energie gebruikt u ongeveer in een jaar om uw huis te verwarmen (bijv. in m3/jaar)? 
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19. Wat voor soort energie gebruikt u om uw huis te verwarmen? 
20. Hoeveel elektriciteit verbruikt u ongeveer in een jaar (bijv. in kWh/jaar)? 
21. Wat voor stroom gebruikt u? 
22. Wanneer u acties heeft ondernomen om uw huis energie-vriendelijker te maken, hoeveel is uw 

energie en/of elektriciteitsgebruik ongeveer naar beneden gegaan? Of weet u hoeveel u voor deze 
acties ongeveer verbruikte in een jaar? 

 

Deel 2: duurzame mobiliteit  
23. Hoeveel auto's telt uw huishouden? 
24. Heeft u een elektrische auto? 

25. Hoeveel kilometer rijdt u ongeveer met deze auto/auto's (per jaar)? 
26. Maakt u gebruik van deel-auto's? Zoja, waarom en hoeveel kilometer per jaar rijdt u hiermee? Is deze 

auto elektrisch? 

27. Maakt u gebruik van openbaar vervoer? Zoja, waarom en hoeveel kilometers legt u ongeveer af? 

28. Maakt u gebruik van de fiets in plaats van de auto? Zoja, waarom en hoeveel kilometers legt u hier 

ongeveer mee af? Is deze fiets elektrisch? 

 

Deel 3: zonnepanelen 
29. Heeft u zonnepanelen? 

30. Hoeveel elektriciteit produceert u met deze panelen (in kWh) en/of hoeveel zonnepanelen heeft u? 
 

Vereniging Duurzaam Soesterkwartier 
31. Hoe lang bent u al lid van Duurzaam Soesterkwartier? 
32. Bent u actief betrokken in bepaalde projecten van de vereniging? Zoja, welke? 
33. Zijn er andere duurzame initiatieven van start gegaan als gevolg van de vereniging? Zoja, welke? 
34. Denkt u dat duurzame initiatieven of projecten van de vereniging positieve effecten hebben op 

bijvoorbeeld werkgelegenheid of een schonere lucht? Zoja, op wat voor factoren? 
35. Heeft u zelf ideeën over hoe er meer duurzame acties uitgevoerd kunnen worden in Soesterkwartier? 

Zoja, welke en op welke manier? 

36. Heeft u verder nog opmerkingen met betrekking tot het onderzoek? 
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APPENDIX 2. MAP OF THE MEASURES 
Duurzaam Soesterkwartier 
Retrieved from http://www.duurzaamsoesterkwartier.nl/index.php/home.  
Accessed on 14-05-2019. 
 

 
 

Legend 

 
 

 

 

Overzicht op een kaart 
met maatregelen en 
activiteiten om de 
Amersfoortse wijk 
Soesterkwartier te 
verduurzamen, en een 
aantal bereikte 
resultaten. Een deel 
van de activiteiten is en 
wordt gerealiseerd door 
de Vereniging 
Duurzaam 
Soesterkwartier. 
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APPENDIX 3. SOLAR PANELS INSTALLATIONS 
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APPENDIX 4. CARS/HOUSEHOLDS 
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APPENDIX 5. EMISSIONS RELATING TO THE 
MEANS OF TRANSPORT 
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APPENDIX 6. ENERGY MIX IN AMERSFOORT 
(Energiemix Amersfoort factsheet, 2019) 

 

 

Energiemix Amersfoort Inwoners: 175.000
Woningen: 79.441
Energiegebruik gebouwde omgeving: 62%

28-2-2019

Besparing -35% 
2.667 TJ

1. Energievraag eindgebruik

2016
0 TJ

2.000 TJ

4.000 TJ

6.000 TJ

8.000 TJ

2030

2016 2030

Benzine / diesel / LPG 1.750 0

Gas overige (o.a. industrie) 224 325

Gas gebouwde omgeving 3.374 34

Biomassa en -brandstof 186 0

Collectieve warmte 132 1.446

Individuele zonthermie 10 129

Elektriciteit 1.949 3.024

7.625 TJ 4.958 TJ

2. Energiebronnen 2030

0 TJ

2.000 TJ

4.000 TJ

6.000 TJ 2.264
0
9

29
325
129

0
1.594
1.446

699

 Niet lokaal opgewekt
 Biobrandstof
 Aardgas
 Biogas
 Waterstof import
 Individuele zonthermie   
Houtsoortige biomassa   
Omgevingswarmte  
Restwarmte en diepe geothermie  
Zonnepanelen
 Windturbines 207

Totaal 6.702 TJ

3. Opgave per thema 2030

Deze factsheet is gegenereerd door het Energietransitiemodel voor het volgende scenario: pro.energytransitionmodel.com/scenarios/404256

Wind
207 TJ

10 windturbines op land (3 MW)

0 windturbines op zee (10 MW) /
innovatie

Zon
828 TJ
516.000 PV-panelen op daken
564 TJ
50 ha zonneveld
135 TJ
224 MW vermogen PV panelen

65.000 zonnecollectoren
129 TJ
45 MW

Collectieve
Warmte
1.446 TJ
Vermogen bronnen: 109 MW  
45.000 woningequivalenten

Geothermie (100%)
Restwarmte (0%)
Warmtepompen (0%)
Overig (0%)

Individuele Warmte
2.405 TJ

Warmtepompen 86%
Overig 9%

(Hernieuwbaar) Gas
363 TJ
Aardgas (2%) 

Biogas (8%) 

Waterstof (90%) 

Biomassa
0 TJ
Bijstook biomassa 0 TJ

Transport 0 TJ

Overig 0 TJ

5%

0%

Amersfoort 2030 zonder snelweg


